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Module Tags - 02
• Adopted a couple comments received since last IETF:
  • Recommend vendors take steps to be unique (e.g., org name).
  • Clarify module definitions don’t require standardized tags.
    • Only standardized module definitions.
  • Did not adopt use of extension for module specified tags
    • Tags come from many places not just in a specification.
    • The pre-defined tags are directions/suggestions for the implementer.
    • Adds extra complexity / requirements.
• Working Group Last Call?
• "How installed tags found?", config vs opstate.
• "What tags are allowed" Server accepts all tags as user is final authority.
• "How tags are defined?" it’s enough to identify the standards org and then let them pick. In IETF ("ietf:") we define an IANA registry and entries are "specification required".